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Rules and Conventions for *Metascience*

It would be most helpful to the editors and copy editors if you would abide by the rules and conventions outlined here, especially the word limits – I cannot guarantee to publish reviews that exceed these limits. Bear in mind that *Metascience* is not a technical or specialist journal, although of course its intended audience is academic, so please pitch your review accordingly. Also, please try to make sure that your review focuses on issues that engage the concerns of STS/HPS/etc. (in the majority of cases this will be entirely obvious). The review must meet appropriate standards of quality for it to be published in *Metascience*; this will be decided by the Editorial Board, who do the bulk of refereeing, and the Editor, who has the final word on what is published.

Please return your review to the Commissioning Editor, in both hard and electronic format, together with the copyright form. A disk with standard wordprocessor files (Word or Wordperfect) or ftp (such as effected by the ‘attach’ command in Eudora) is acceptable, although reviews sent as ordinary email messages are not.

Reviews should have a **title**, which you make up, followed by your **name** and then the full bibliographic details of the book, like so:


Reviews should conclude with your affiliation (departmental, institutional or home address, state, country).

For the text, please adopt the following conventions:

- **Single spacing** and with same pitch and font throughout.
- **Double inverted commas** for short quotations and names, including names of articles; **indent** longer (more than two sentences) quotations.
- **Single inverted commas** for quotations within quotations, and for all instances where the sense of a word is intended to be not literal, usual or standard, namely for ‘scare’, ‘snigger’, ‘shudder’, etc., quotes; also, for paraphrases.
- **Italics** should be used for emphasis, foreign words, and titles of books and journals.
- **Underline and bold** should not be used.
- **Spelling** should be British (e.g. s not z).

**Footnotes** and **endnotes**: Please do not use footnotes, whichever type of review you are undertaking. For standard reviews do not use endnotes either. Essay reviews, review symposia and survey reviews may have endnotes, but please keep these to a minimum. Please **DO** insert these ‘manually’: do **NOT** use your word-processor endnote insert function.

**Bibliographies**: Please do not include these in standard reviews. If you need to refer to books other than that under review, do so in the body of the text using a short reference in brackets, e.g.: (Stanley Rosen, *The Mask of Enlightenment*. Cambridge: 1995, p. 99). Essay, survey and review symposia may have a list of **References** if that is really necessary. Please use the ‘author-date’ style, e.g.: (Rosen 1995: 56).

**Length**: Standard reviews should be between 700–1500 words, essay reviews and review symposia 2000–3000 words, and survey reviews 3000–5000. If you think your review will fall outside these limits, please discuss the matter with your Commissioning Editor.

There are sample reviews and further details at [http://www.arts.unsw.edu.au/sts/metascience/metascience.htm](http://www.arts.unsw.edu.au/sts/metascience/metascience.htm)